
“THE MAGIC OF ITALIAN GENIUS” 

A magical celebration of inventions, discoveries and artistic creation of Italian minds 

 

 

The Academy of Magic & Science and Progetti Futuri present two on-line interactive lecture-

show events on the exciting themes of "The Magic of Italian Genius" in its first Edition for the 

Istituto Italiano di Cultura in Amsterdam.  

 

Have you ever wished to attend the Eureka moment of a great invention? Or the wow moment 

of the appearance of an artistic creation? Would you love to travel in the past and magically 

meet The Italian Genius that marked the history not only of our peninsula, but of the whole 

world?  

 

Dr. Danilo Audiello, aka Alexis Arts, an internationally recognized artist, Italian pride, winner 

of the Paris Mandrakes D'Or (Oscar of Magic), FISM awards and 7 Guinness World Records, is 

ready to bring you on a magical exploration of Italian innovations, discoveries and artistic 

creations with two online events!  

 

February 12th, 20.00: “The world without Italians” 

How would our world be without great Italian inventors? How would your daily life be? Would 

you be able to play and listen music? To know what time is it? To write with a pen? Or to enjoy 

an ice-cream?  

Alexis Arts will magically come into your life and made all Italian inventions disappear! And 

then with your help make them appearing again by story-telling the life of their inventors!  

The World Without Italians is a show of great emotional impact that tells, in a magic key, the 

greatness of the Italians who, with their capacity, inventiveness, stubbornness and strength 

of a millenary culture, have left an indelible mark in the artistic, literary, engineering and 

scientific and political fields in emigration countries. This show conference received the 

patronage of the General Council of Italians Abroad. 

 

 



February 26th, 20.00: “A magical journey with Italian Giants” 

Any great inventions start from the idea to explore the impossible! Any great creation begins 

from the genius of a magician! “A magical journey with Italian Giants” is an enchanting journey 

exploring the spell binding inventions that changed history and transformed life, as if by 

magic!  

In this show, Alexis Arts will introduce you to the greatest magicians of the Italian History! 

Leonardo da Vinci, Raffaello Sanzio and many others Italian Giants will show you their idea of 

impossible and prove their magical skills to explore it! A special session of the show will be 

dedicated to Dante Alighieri for his seven-hundredth anniversary of death. 

Alexis Arts will also intervene with a magical interaction with a Special Guestfrom the world 

of magic and science for these unique events. 

 

 


